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Introduction: Studying lunar mineralogy provides     

information about the Moon’s origin and evolution. Of        
particular interest is the presence of structural and/or        
adsorbed lunar H2O/OH and its implications for the        
volatile inventory available to in-situ resource      
utilization for future lunar exploration missions. To       
date, three spacecraft have detected H2O/OH      
absorption features centered near 3-𝜇m on the Moon        
[1,2,3]. Current theories on the origin of these features         
include hydrogen capture from solar wind implantation       
and the delivery of asteroidal or cometary water [4], or          
endogenous sources [5,1]. The mapping of H2O/OH       
absorption features on the Moon and how they vary         
with the lunar time of day and location provides         
constraints on the origin and abundance of these        
volatiles. Despite the agreement on the existence of the         
3-𝜇m absorption features, differences in the corrections       
of the Moon’s thermal contribution has led to two         
different conclusions on the diurnal strength of these        
features near the lunar sub-solar point [6,7]. Thus, we         
have collected and analyzed ground-based     
observations of the sub-solar point at multiple       
observing epochs to provide an independent study on        
the behavior of the Moon’s 3-𝜇m absorption features. 

 
Figure 1: The lunar sub-solar point on June 27 (UTC),          
located at a latitude of -0.82o and longitude of 12.95o          
for the first set of lunar spectra. 

Methodology: The ground-based observations of     
the Moon were made using the NASA InfraRed        
Telescope Facility (IRTF) and the SpeX instrument [8]        
on June 27, 2018. The location of the sub-solar point          
for this run is shown in Figure 1. Data were collected           
using the long wavelength cross dispersed mode       
(LXD_short) with wavelength range of 1.76 𝜇m to 4.2         
𝜇m and resolving power of 2,500 [8]. Two set of 20           
sub-solar point spectra were collected during the       
observing run. To correct for the contributions of OH         
emission that dominates the background sky (through       
most of the spectral range) and the thermal emission         
from the sky (longward of ~2.3-𝜇m), solar-like       
standard star spectra were collected at similar       
airmasses and immediately after or prior to       
observations of the Moon. An exposure time of 0.5         
seconds and a slit width of 0.3” was used to prevent           
saturation during exposures on the lunar disk. Images        
of the slit position during integration were       
simultaneously obtained using Guidedog. Data were      
reduced using the IDL-based reduction program      
Spextool (v4.0) [9,10]. Following flat-field correction      
and wavelength calibration, an extraction aperture of       
1” was used for both the standard star and lunar data.           
Although the Moon is an extended source, an        
extraction aperture of 1” was selected to match the         
extraction region and spatial profile of the standard        
star. An average spectrum was made for each sub-solar         
point and standard star observation set. The ratio of the          
reduced average lunar and standard star spectra are        
shown in Figure 2.  
Thermal Correction: As seen in Figure 2, the lunar         
spectrum is dominated by a thermal excess beyond        
~2.5-𝜇m. To get a representative spectrum of the 3-𝜇m         
absorption feature, the contribution of the thermal       
radiation imparted on the spectrum needs to be        
corrected. Thermal models identify the thermal excess       
of a spectrum and can be used to approximate the flux           
contribution that needs to be removed. In this study,         
the Near-Earth Asteroid Thermal Model [11] was used        
to remove the Moon’s thermal excess in the sub-solar         
point spectra. The subsolar point is where the Sun’s         
radiation is directly incident on the Moon. 
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Results: Previous thermal models have been       
applied to spacecraft observations of the Moon. One        
finds absorption features are consistently present at all        
lunar times of day [7], whereas the other finds a          
decrease in the depth of the feature when approaching         
solar noon (i.e the sub-solar point), with essentially no         
absorption feature present at the sub-solar point [6]. To         
provide a third assessment of the thermal modeling of         
lunar spectral data, we apply thermal model that is         
typically used for asteroid data to characterize       
ground-based near-infrared data of the sub-solar point.       
As seen in Figure 3, our preliminary thermally        
corrected spectrum shows an absorption feature around       
3-μm. 

 
Figure 2: A ratio between the averaged sub-solar        
spectra collected at an airmass of 1.80 and the         
averaged spectra of standard star HD162255 collected       
at an airmass of  1.75. 

 
Figure 3: A normalized thermally corrected spectrum       
compared to the reduced spectrum prior to correction.        
Parameters used as inputs for the model include a         
geometric albedo of pv = 0.12, slope parameter of G =           
0.15, phase angle of 9.84, observer range of 0.002, and          
a heliocentric range of 0.244. 

Conclusions: The presence of an absorption feature        
near 3-𝜇m at the sub-solar point suggests that our         
preliminary results are consistent with those of       
Bandfield et al. [7]. A confirmed detected presence of         

OH/H2O for the subsolar point would establish       
hydration of minerals near the lunar noon time of day.          
In future work, spectra of subsolar points throughout        
different lunar times of day will be analyzed, thermally         
corrected, and compared to track potential variation of        
hydration throughout the lunar day. 
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